NEW MOTIVATIONAL TALK BY SAM GLENN

IS A CHOICE, SO
PICK A GREAT ONE!
Recently named one of the Top 100 Best Motivational Speakers Today, Sam Glenn is All
About ATTITUDE! Sometimes the most valuable thing we can do to improve our workplace,
workday, relationships and life is to recharge our attitude in a way so it works for us better.
It's a fact, when we think better, we do better, we feel better, and we live better. Sam’s
customized motivational speeches and inspirational art performance are an excellent way
to rekindle enthusiasm, recognize progress and inspire new levels of success.

RAVE REVIEWS FOR THE ATTITUDE GUY
"I highly recommend Sam Glenn as a keynote speaker. He quickly engaged the crowd,
kept their attention and was the talk of the conference for the rest of the week."
Kris Kenny, Board of Director of Fayetteville Apartment Association
"We had brought several speakers in prior to working with Sam and now our team continues to want to have Sam back
every year, I feel that bringing Sam in front of your team will help boost everyone's attitude more than any "Motivational"
type speaker ever will. He relates well and has a natural "calming" effect with people that helps them open up and feel better
about themselves. His intrinsic value and ability to relate with everyone is awesome and every person you put in front of him
will come away with a better outlook on life as well as their business. Happy people create Happy customers!! We have had
#1 Marketshare in our market for the past 5.5yrs and I dedicate a lot of this to our team always having a positive attitude.”
Brian Conaty, Prime Lending Mortgage

BONUS: YOUR GROUP KEEPS
THE FINISHED PERFORMANCE
PAINTING BY SAM GLENN.

Visit: www.SamGlenn.com
Email Us: Contact@SamGlenn.com

